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a communications and enrollemployers want to use the
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As the broker, you play an
tary that they use for other
important role. Almost half of
benefits. In fact, 63 percent
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of voluntary. Employers desire efficient
ple exposures are important, as not all
enrollment technology, but if they don’t
employees think the same. Some like
recognize that voluntary requires addito read information on a website, some
want paper materials, and still others
tional thought and support distinct from
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tion will suffer. Does this mean that we
you work with provide a wide variety of
have to accept this kind of suboptimal
pre-enrollment communications options.
voluntary performance?
Employees also want personalized
Based on the survey, it doesn’t appear
enrollment materials and to receive
that we do. Employers are looking for
educational information throughout the
help, and want quality enrollment comyear. Make sure that your carrier partmunications materials. They also want
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calculators and benefits advice to help
Employers need your help to make sure
them make good decisions. Just over half
the voluntary benefits they choose aren’t
of respondents said that help developing
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by showing employers you can work with
Importance factors that are increasing for choosing a carrier
their existing technology requirements
(Percent rating as 4 or 5, with 5 being “strongly agree”)
and provide solutions for the additional
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Factor
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program participation a success. Make
Financial rating of carrier
60% 61% 66%
sure you are putting together a robust
Quality enrollment and communication materials
36% 44% 62%
and integrated campaign to get great reAvailability of tools, calculators and benefits advice to help
22% 38% 54%
sults. You might be surprised to find that
employees make informed benefits decisions
the employer is open to doing more to
Help with developing a communications and enrollment strategy 29%
37%
51%
ensure their employees are well informed
Recommendation of broker/agent
32%
37%
46%
and able to make good decisions.
MORE AND MORE we find that
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